Year 5
Week beginning 14th September 2020

Monday

09.10 – 09.30
Class Assembly

09.30 – 09.45
Read, Write, inc
Recap on the silent
b in words.
Dictation exercise

09.45 – 10.45
Maths
Numbers to 10,000

Tuesday

Class Assembly

Read , Write, inc
Recap on silent
letters in words.
Four in a row

Maths
Rounding to the
nearest 10, 100 or
1000

Wednesday

Class Assembly

Read , Write, inc
Recap on suffixes,
how they change
the tense of the
word.
Choose the right
word

Maths
10,000s, 1,000s,
100s, 10s and 1s

11.00 – 12.15
Literacy
write a paragraph
explaining why
Georgia O’Keeffe
should have the
place on the page
“Have I told you
that you are
creative”
Literacy
write a diary entry
from Stormzy’s
viewpoint. Focus
on paragraphing
and the range of
sentence
structures.
Literacy
I don’t think Neil
Armstrong should
be in the book, I
think Matthew
Henderson should
be. He was one of
first black people
to explore the
Arctic. What do
you think and why?

13.00 – 14.00
Topic- Geography
Why are the Oceans
salty?
Name the levels in
an Ocean.

14.00 – 15.10
Mindfulness/Wellbeing
What makes us happy?
Describe the impact
these activities have on
us

Computing
(linked to topic)
Research on the
Oceans of the
World, answer
questions on
features of Oceans

Computing
(linked to topic)
Presenting information
in different formats.

PPA
PE

PPA
Music with Mr
Whiteman

Thursday

Class Assembly

Read , Write, inc
Recap on silent b
letter. Put each
word into a
sentence.

Maths
10,000s, 1,000s,
100s, 10s and 1s

Friday

Golden work
Assembly

Read , Write, inc
Special focus:
Letters that contain
the letter string
ough

Maths
The number line to
100,000

Literacy
To create their
own brief plan and
write a first-person
account of Jackie
Robinson’s first
baseball game for
the Brooklyn
Dodgers.
Literacy
To write their own
explanation piece
about Jackie
Robinson day.

French
Whats the weather?
Quel temps?

RE
Title page
How and why is the
Bible used?
Do you need a Bible to
be a Christian?

Geography
Identify the
continents and
some countries
within them focus
on Europe

Golden Mile

